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Bose and Morin [3℄ lassify routing algorithms based on their use of memory and/orrandomization. A deterministi routing algorithm is memoryless or oblivious if, given apaket urrently at vertex v and destined for node t, the algorithm deides where to forwardthe paket based only on the oordinates of v, t and N(v). A randomized algorithm isoblivious if it deides where to move a paket based only on the oordinates of v, t, N(v),and the output of a random orale. An algorithm A is defeated by a graph G if there existsa pair of verties s; t 2 G suh that a paket stored at s will never reah t when being routedusing A. Otherwise, we say that A works for G.Let A(G; s; t) denote the length of the walk taken by routing algorithm A when travellingfrom vertex s to vertex t of G, and let SP(G; s; t) denote the length of the shortest pathbetween s and t. We say that A is -ompetitive for a lass of graphs G ifA(G; s; t)SP(G; s; t) � for all graphs G 2 G and all s; t 2 G, s 6= t. We say that A is simply ompetitive if A is-ompetitive for some onstant .Reently, several papers have dealt with online routing and related problems in geometrisettings. Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [7℄ give a 16-ompetitive algorithm to explore anyunknown plane graph, i.e., visit all of its nodes. This online exploration problem makes thesame assumptions as those made here, but the goal of the problem is to visit all verties ofG, not just t. This di�erene leads to inherently di�erent solutions.Kranakis et al. [8℄ give a deterministi oblivious routing algorithm that works for anyDelaunay triangulation, and give a deterministi non-oblivious algorithm that works for anyonneted plane graph.Bose and Morin [3℄ also study online routing in geometri settings, partiularly triangula-tions. They give a randomized oblivious routing algorithm that works for any triangulation,and ask whether there is a deterministi oblivious routing algorithm for all triangulations.They also give a ompetitive non-oblivious routing algorithm for Delaunay triangulations.Cuka et al. [5℄ experimentally evaluate the performane of routing algorithms very sim-ilar to those desribed by Kranakis et al. [8℄ and Bose and Morin [3℄. When onsideringthe Eulidean distane travelled during point-to-point routing, their results show that thegreedy routing algorithm [3℄ performs better than the ompass routing algorithm [3, 8℄ onrandom graphs, but does not do as well on Delaunay triangulations of random point sets.1However, when one onsiders not the Eulidean distane, but the number of edges traversed(link distane), then the ompass routing algorithm is slightly more eÆient for both randomgraphs and Delaunay triangulations.In this paper we present a number of new fundamental theoretial results that help furtherthe understanding of online routing in plane graphs.1. We give a deterministi oblivious routing algorithm for all triangulations, solving theopen problem posed by Bose and Morin [3℄.1Cuka et al. all these algorithms p-dfs and d-dfs, respetively.2
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Figure 1: De�nition of w(v) and w(v).2. We prove that no deterministi oblivious routing algorithm works for all onvex sub-divisions, showing some limitations of deterministi oblivious routing algorithms.3. We prove that the randomized oblivious routing algorithm random-ompass de-sribed by Bose and Morin [3℄ works for any onvex subdivision.4. We show that, under the Eulidean metri, no routing algorithm exists that is ompet-itive for all triangulations, and under the link distane metri, no routing algorithmexists that is ompetitive for all Delaunay, greedy, or minimum-weight triangulations.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2 we give our deterministioblivious algorithm for routing in triangulations. Setion 3 presents our results for routing inonvex subdivisions. Setion 4 desribes our impossibility results for ompetitive algorithms.Finally, Setion 5 summarizes and onludes with open problems.2 Oblivious Routing in TriangulationsA triangulation T is a plane graph for whih every fae is a triangle, exept the outer fae,whih is the omplement of a onvex polygon. In this setion we desribe a deterministioblivious routing algorithm that works for all triangulations. The algorithm is a arefullydesigned ombination of two existing algorithms [3℄. The greedy algorithm always movesa paket to a neighbouring node that minimizes the distane to t. The ompass algorithmalways moves a paket to the node that is most \inline" with t. Both these algorithms aredefeated by ertain types of triangulations, but the ways in whih they are defeated are verydi�erent. By ombining them, we obtain an algorithm that is works for any triangulation.We use the notation 6 a; b;  to denote the angle formed by a b and  as measured inthe ounterlokwise diretion. Let w(v) be the vertex in N(v) whih minimizes the angle6 w(v); v; t and let w(v) be the vertex in N(v) whih minimizes the angle 6 t; v; w(v). Ifv has a neighbour w on the line segment (v; t), then w(v) = w(v) = w. In partiular, thevertex t is ontained in the wedge w(v); v; w(v). Refer to Fig. 1 for an illustration.The greedy-ompass algorithm always moves to the vertex among fw(v); w(v)gthat minimizes the distane to t. If the two distanes are equal, or if w(v) = w(v), thengreedy-ompass hooses one of fw(v); w(v)g arbitrarily.3
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Figure 2: The proof of Theorem 1.Theorem 1. Algorithm greedy-ompass works for any triangulation.Proof. Suppose, by way of ontradition that a triangulation T and a pair of verties s andt exist suh that greedy-ompass does not �nd a path from s to t.In this ase there must be a yle of verties C = hv0; : : : ; vk�1i of T suh that greedy-ompass moves from vi to vi+1 for all 0 � i � k, i.e., greedy-ompass gets trapped ylingthrough the verties of C (see also Lemma 1 of [3℄).2 Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 2of [3℄ that the destination t is ontained in the interior of C.Claim 1. All verties of C must lie on the boundary of a disk D entered at t.Proof (of laim). Suppose, by way of ontradition, that there is no suh disk D. Then letD be the disk entered at t and having the furthest vertex of C from t on its boundary.Consider a vertex vi in the interior of D suh that vi+1 is on the boundary of D. (Referto Fig. 2.) Assume, w.l.o.g., that vi+1 = w(vi). Then it must be that w(vi) is not inthe interior of D, otherwise greedy-ompass would not have moved to vi+1. But then theedge (w(vi); w(vi)) uts D into two regions, R1 ontaining vi and R2 ontaining t. SineC passes through both R1 and R2 and is ontained in D then it must be that C enters regionR1 at w(vi) and leaves R1 at vi+1 = w(vi). However, this annot happen beause bothw(w(vi)) and w(w(vi)) are ontained in the halfspae bounded by the supporting lineof (w(vi); w(vi)) and ontaining t, and are therefore not ontained in R1.Thus, we have established that all verties of C are on the boundary of D. However,sine C ontains t in its interior and the triangulation T is onneted, it must be that forsome vertex vj of C, w(vj) or w(vj) is in the interior of D. Suppose that it is w(vj).But then we have a ontradition, sine the greedy-ompass algorithm would have goneto w(vj) rather than vj+1.2Here, and in the remainder of this proof, all subsripts are taken modk.
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3 Oblivious Routing in Convex SubdivisionsA onvex subdivision is an embedded plane graph suh that eah fae of the graph is a onvexpolygon, exept the outer fae whih is the omplement of a onvex polygon. Triangulationsare a speial ase of onvex subdivisions in whih eah fae is a triangle; thus it is natural toask whether the greedy-ompass algorithm an be generalized to onvex subdivisions. Inthis setion, we show that there is no deterministi oblivious routing algorithm for onvexsubdivisions. However, there is a randomized oblivious routing algorithm that uses only onerandom bit per step.3.1 Deterministi AlgorithmsTheorem 2. Every deterministi oblivious routing algorithm is defeated by some onvexsubdivision.Proof. We exhibit a �nite olletion of onvex subdivisions suh that any deterministi obliv-ious routing algorithm is defeated by at least one of them.There are 17 verties that are ommon to all of our subdivisions. The destination vertext is loated at the origin. The other 16 verties V = fv0; : : : ; v15g are the verties of a regular16-gon entered at the origin and listed in ounterlokwise order.3 In all our subdivisions,the even-numbered verties v0; v2; : : : ; v14 have degree 2. The degree of the other vertiesvaries. All of our subdivisions ontain the edges of the regular 16-gon.Assume, by way of ontradition, that there exists a routing algorithm A that worksfor any onvex subdivision. Sine the even-numbered verties in our subdivisions alwayshave the same two neighbours in all subdivisions, A always makes the same deision at apartiular even-numbered vertex. Thus, it makes sense to ask what A does when it visits aneven-numbered vertex, without knowing anything else about the partiular subdivision thatA is routing on.For eah vertex vi 2 V , we olor vi blak or white depending on the ation of A uponvisiting vi, spei�ally, blak for moving ounterlokwise and white for moving lokwisearound the regular 16-gon. We laim that all even-numbered verties in V must have thesame olor. If not, then there exists two verties vi and vi+2 suh that vi is blak and vi+2is white. Then, if we take s = vi in the onvex subdivision shown in Fig. 3.a, the algorithmbeomes trapped on one of the edges (vi; vi+1) or (vi+1; vi+2) and never reahes the destinationt, ontraditing the assumption that A works for any onvex subdivision.Therefore, assume w.l.o.g. that all even-numbered verties of V are blak, and onsiderthe onvex subdivision shown in Fig. 3.b. From this �gure it is lear that, if we take s = v1, Aannot visit x after v1, sine then it gets trapped among the verties fv12; v13; v14; v15; v0; v1; xgand never reahes t.Note that we an rotate Fig. 3.b by integral multiples of �=4 while leaving the vertex3In the remainder of this proof, all subsripts are impliitly taken mod16.5
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Figure 4: Stritly onvex subdivisions that an be used in the proof of Theorem 2.labels in plae and make similar arguments for v3, v5, v7, v9, v11, v13 and v15. However, thisimplies that A is defeated by the onvex subdivision shown in Fig. 3. sine if it begins atany vertex of the regular 16-gon, it never enters the interior of the 16-gon. We onlude thatno oblivious online routing algorithm works for all onvex subdivisions.We note that, although our proof uses subdivisions in whih some of the faes are notstritly onvex (i.e., have verties with interior angle �), it is possible to modify the proof touse only stritly onvex subdivisions, but doing so leads to more luttered diagrams. Thesediagrams are shown in Fig. 4. We leave the details to the interested reader.3.2 Randomized AlgorithmsBose and Morin [3℄ desribe the random-ompass algorithm and show that it works forany triangulation. For a paket stored at node v, the random-ompass algorithm selets avertex from fw(v); w(v)g uniformly at random and moves to it. In this setion we showthat random-ompass works for any onvex subdivision.Although it is well known that a random walk on any graph G will eventually visit all6



verties of G, the random-ompass algorithm has two advantages over a random walk.The �rst advantage is that the random-ompass algorithm is more eÆient in its use ofrandomization than a random walk. It requires only one random bit per step, whereas arandom walk requires log k random bits for a vertex of degree k. The seond advantage isthat the random-ompass algorithm makes use of geometry to guide it, and the resultis that random-ompass generally arrives at t muh more quikly than a random walk.Nevertheless, it an be helpful to think of random-ompass as a random walk on a diretedgraph in whih every node has out-degree 1 or 2 exept for t whih is a sink.Before we an make statements about whih graphs defeat random-ompass, we mustde�ne what it means for a graph to defeat a randomized algorithm. We say that a graph Gdefeats a (randomized) routing algorithm if there exists a pair of verties s and t of G suhthat a paket originating at s with destination t has probability 0 of reahing t in any �nitenumber of steps. Note that, for oblivious algorithms, proving that a graph does not defeatan algorithm implies that the algorithm will reah its destination with probability 1.Theorem 3. Algorithm random-ompass works for any onvex subdivision.Proof. Assume, by way of ontradition, that there is a onvex subdivision G with twoverties s and t suh that the probability of reahing s from t using random-ompass is 0.Then there is a subgraph H of G ontaining s, but not ontaining t, suh that for all vertiesv 2 H, w(v) 2 H and w(v) 2 H.The vertex t is ontained in some fae f of H. We laim that this fae must be onvex.For the sake of ontradition, assume otherwise. Then there is a reex vertex v on theboundary of f suh that the line segment (t; v) does not interset any edge of H. However,this annot happen, sine w(v) and w(v) are in H, and hene v would not be reex.Sine G is onneted, it must be that for some vertex u on the boundary of f , w(u) orw(u) is ontained in the interior of f . But this vertex in the interior of f is also in H,ontraditing the fat that f is a onvex fae of H. We onlude that there is no onvexsubdivision that defeats random-ompass.4 Competitive Routing AlgorithmsIf we are willing to aept more sophistiated routing algorithms that make use of memory,then it is sometimes possible to �nd ompetitive routing algorithms. Bose and Morin [3℄ givea ompetitive algorithm for Delaunay triangulations under the Eulidean distane metri.Two questions arise from this: (1) Can this result be generalized to arbitrary triangulations?and (2) Can this result be dupliated for the link distane metri? In this setion we showthat the answer to both these questions is negative.
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vb (b)Figure 5: (a) The triangulation T with the path found by A indiated. (b) The resultingtriangulation T 0 with the \almost-vertial" path shown in bold.4.1 Eulidean DistaneIn this setion we show that, under the Eulidean metri, no deterministi routing algorithmis o(pn)-ompetitive for all triangulations. Our proof is a modi�ation of that used byPapadimitriou and Yannakakis [9℄ to show that no online algorithm for �nding a destinationpoint among n axis-oriented retangular obstales in the plane is o(pn)-ompetitive.Theorem 4. Under the Eulidean distane metri, no deterministi routing algorithm iso(pn) ompetitive for all triangulations.Proof. Consider an n�n hexagonal lattie with the following modi�ations. The lattie hashad its x-oordinates saled so that eah edge is of length �(n). The lattie also has twoadditional verties, s and t, entered horizontally, at one unit below the bottom row and oneunit above the top row, respetively. Finally, all verties of the lattie and s and t have beenompleted to a triangulation T . See Fig. 5.a for an illustration.Let A be any deterministi routing algorithm and observe the ations of A as it routesfrom s to t. In partiular, onsider the �rst n + 1 steps taken by A as it routes from sto t. Then A visits at most n + 1 verties of T , and these verties indue a subgraph Tvisonsisting of all verties visited by A and all edges adjaent to these verties.For any vertex v of T not equal to s or t, de�ne the x-span of v as the interval betweenthe rightmost and leftmost x-oordinate of N(v). The length of any x-span is �(n), and thewidth of the original triangulation T is �(n2). This implies that there is some vertex vb onthe bottom row of T whose x-oordinate is at most npn from the x-oordinate of s and isontained in O(pn) x-spans of the verties visited in the �rst n+ 1 steps of A.8



We now reate the triangulation T 0 that ontains all verties and edges of Tvis. Addi-tionally, T 0 ontains the set of edges forming an \almost vertial" path from vb to the toprow of T 0. This almost vertial path is a path that is vertial wherever possible, but usesminimal detours to avoid edges of Tvis. Sine only O(pn) detours are required, the lengthof this path is O(npn). Finally, we omplete T 0 to a triangulation in some arbitrary waythat does not inrease the degrees of verties on the �rst n + 1 steps of A. See Fig. 5.b foran example.Now, sine A is deterministi, the �rst n+ 1 steps taken by A on T 0 will be the same asthe �rst n+1 steps taken by A on T , and will therefore travel a distane of �(n2). However,there is a path in T 0 from s to t that �rst visits vb (at a ost of O(npn)), then uses the\almost-vertial" path to the top row of T 0 (at a ost of O(npn)) and then travels diretlyto t (at a ost of O(npn)). Thus, the total ost of this path, and hene the shortest path,from s to t is O(npn).We onlude that A is not o(pn)-ompetitive for T 0. Sine the hoie of A is arbitary,and T 0 ontains O(n) verties, this implies that no deterministi routing algorithm is o(pn)ompetitive for all triangulations with n verties.4.2 Link DistaneThe link distane metri simply measures the number of edges traversed by a routing algo-rithm. For many networking appliations, this metri is more meaningful than Eulideandistane. In this setion we show that ompetitive algorithms under the link distane metriare harder to ome by than under the Eulidean distane metri. Throughout this setionwe assume that the reader is familiar with the de�nitions of Delaunay, greedy and minimum-weight triangulations (f. Preparata and Shamos [10℄).We obtain this result by onstruting a \bad" family of point sets as follows. Let Cibe the set of pn points f(ipn; 1); (ipn; 2); : : : ; (ipn;pn)g. We all Ci the ith olumn.Let Di = f(ipn; 1); (ipn;pn)g, and de�ne a family of point sets S = S1j=1fSj2g whereSn = fSn;1; : : : ; Sn;png andSn;i = i�1[j=1Cj [Di [ pn[j=i+1Cj [ f(pn=2; 0); (pn=2;pn+ 1)g (1)Two members of the set S49 are shown in Fig. 6.Theorem 5. Under the link distane metri, no routing algorithm is o(pn)-ompetitive forall Delaunay triangulations.Proof. We use the notation DT (Sn;i) to denote the Delaunay triangulation of Sn;i. Althoughthe Delaunay triangulation of Sn;i is not unique, we will assume DT (Sn;i) is triangulatedas in Fig. 6. Note that, in DT (Sn;i), the shortest path between the topmost vertex s andbottom-most vertex t is of length 3, independent of n and i. Furthermore, any path from s9



(a) (b)Figure 6: The point sets (a) S49;2 and (b) S49;5 along with their Delaunay triangulations.to t whose length is less than pn must visit verties from one of the olumns Ci�1, Ci, orCi+1.The rest of the proof is based on the following observation: If we hoose an element iuniformly at random from f1; : : : ;png, then the probability that a routing algorithm A hasvisited a vertex of Ci�1, Ci, or Ci+1 after k steps is at most 3k=pn. Letting k = pn=6, wesee that the probability that A visits a vertex of Ci�1, Ci, or Ci+1 after pn=6 steps is atmost 1=2.Letting di denote the (expeted, in the ase of randomized algorithms) number of stepswhen routing from s to t in Sn;i using routing algorithm A, we have1pn � pnXi=1 di � pn=12 : (2)Sine, for any Sn;i, the shortest path from s to t is 3 there must be some i for whih theompetitive ratio of A for Sn;i is at least pn=36 2 
(pn).Theorem 6. Under the link distane metri, no routing algorithm is o(pn)-ompetitive forall greedy triangulations.Proof. This follows immediately from the observation that for any Sn;i, a Delaunay triangu-lation of Sn;i is also a greedy triangulation of Sn;i.Theorem 7. Under the link distane metri, no routing algorithm is o(pn)-ompetitive forall minimum-weight triangulations.Proof. We laim that for members of S, any greedy triangulation is also a minimum-weighttriangulation. To prove this, we use a result on minimum-weight triangulations due toAihholzer et al. [1℄. Let Kn;i be the omplete graph on Sn;i. Then an edge e of Kn;i issaid to be a light edge if every edge of Kn;i that rosses e is not shorter than e. Aihholzeret al. prove that if the set of light edges ontains the edges of a triangulation then thattriangulation is a minimum-weight triangulation.There are only 5 di�erent types of edges in the greedy triangulation of Sn;i; (1) vertialedges within a olumn, (2) horizonal edges between adjaent olumns, (3) diagonal edgesbetween adjaent olumns, (4) edges used to triangulate olumn i, and (5) edges used tojoin s and t to the rest of the graph. It is straightforward to verify that all of these types ofedges are indeed light edges. 10



Class of Deterministi Randomized Eulidean Linkgraphs oblivious oblivious4 ompetitive ompetitiveDT Yes [3, 8, #℄ Yes [ ℄ Yes [3℄ No [here℄GT/MWT Yes [#℄ Yes [#℄ Yes [4℄ No [here℄Triangulations Yes [here℄ Yes [3,  ℄ No [here℄ No ["℄Conv. Subdv. No [here℄ Yes [here℄ No ["℄ No ["℄Plane graphs No [F℄ No [F℄ No [F℄ No [F℄Table 1: A summary of known results for online routing in plane graphs.5 ConlusionsWe have presented a number of results onerning online routing in plane graphs. Table 1summarizes what is urrently known about online routing in plane graphs. An arrow in areferene indiates that the result is implied by the more general result pointed to by thearrow. An F indiates that the result is trivial and/or folklore.We have also implemented a simulation of the greedy-ompass algorithm as well asthe algorithms desribed by Bose and Morin [3℄ and ompared them under the Eulideandistane metri. These results will be presented in the full version of the paper. Here weonly summarize our main observations.For Delaunay triangulations of random point sets, we found that the performane ofgreedy-ompass is omparable to that of the ompass and greedy algorithms [3, 5,8℄. For triangulations obtained by performing Graham's san [6℄ on random point sets,the greedy-ompass algorithm does signi�antly better than the ompass or greedyalgorithms.We also implemented a variant of greedy-ompass that we all greedy-ompass-2that, when loated at a vertex v, moves to the vertex u 2 fw(v); w(v)g that minimizesd(v; u)+d(u; t), where d(a; b) denotes the Eulidean distane between a and b. Although thereare triangulations that defeat greedy-ompass-2, it worked for all our test triangulations,and in fat seems to be twie as eÆient as greedy-ompass in terms of the Eulideandistane travelled.We note that urrently, under the link distane metri, there are no ompetitive routingalgorithms for any interesting lass of geometri graphs (meshes do not ount). The reasonfor this seems to be that the properties used in de�ning many geometri graphs make useof properties of Eulidean spae, and link distane in these graphs is often independent ofthese properties. We onsider it an open problem to �nd ompetitive algorithms, under thelink distane metri, for an interesting and naturally ouring lass of geometri graphs.4In this olumn, we onsider only algorithms that use a onstant number of random bits per step.Otherwise, it is well known that a random walk on any graph G will eventually visit all verties of G.
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